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ABSTRACT 
 
 

GOLDEN SURPLUS brings together the art of ceramics and the ideology of 
farming. The exhibition prompts viewers to question contemporary agri-business and 
reflect on the methodology of genetically modifying seed. In my artwork, I aim to 
express what agriculture used to be, speak about where it is today, and question where it 
is going because of this technology. Traditionally in the past, seed was passed down from 
generation to generation. Specific vegetables and fruit were grown at specific times and 
locations, depending on the season and environment, creating the term ‘in-season.’ 
Today, through the development and advancement of technology, and because of the 
exponential population growth, the American farmer is now producing enough to feed 
himself and many others. In the twenty-first century we can transfer genes between 
unrelated organisms; offering no limitations and no restraints. Farmers quickly became 
scientists, and, today, scientists have now become farmers. 
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 GOLDEN SURPLUS brings together the art of ceramics and the ideology of 

farming. The exhibition prompts viewers to question contemporary agri-business and 

reflect on the methodology of genetically modifying seed. In my artwork, I aim to 

express what agriculture used to be, speak about where it is today, and question where it 

is going because of this technology. Traditionally in the past, seed was passed down from 

generation to generation. Specific vegetables and fruit were grown at specific times and 

locations, depending on the season and environment, creating the term ‘in-season.’ 

Today, through the development and advancement of technology, and because of the 

exponential population growth, the American farmer is now producing enough to feed 

himself and many others. In the twenty-first century we can transfer genes between 

unrelated organisms; offering no limitations and no restraints. We can now grow bigger 

and better plants. Seeds are now genetically altered in a lab to resist pests, herbicides, and 

harsh environmental conditions, resulting in products that can be purchased year round, 

regardless of season or location. Farmers quickly became scientists, and, today, scientists 

have now become farmers. 

 Though genetic modification of seeds is important in my work, more importantly 

is what genetic modification has lead to in America’s food system. Michael Pollan, writer 

for the New York Times in “We Are What We Eat”1 writes:  

“If you are what you eat, and especially if you eat industrial food, as 99 
percent of Americans do, what you are is ‘corn.’ ” Corn is the keystone 
species of the industrial food system, along with its companion, soybeans, 
with which it shares a rotation on most of the farms in the Midwest. “I’m 

                                                 
1 Pollan, Michael. "We Are What We Eat." Ecoliteracy. Center of Ecoliteracy, n.d. Web. 
17 Mar 2013, http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat.  
 

http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat
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really talking about cheap corn –overproduced, subsided, industrial corn –
the biggest legal cash crop in America. Eighty million acres –an area twice 
the size of New York State –is blanketed by vase corn monoculture like a 
second great American lawn.”2  
 

 There is a powerful industrial logic at work here, the logic of processing. “If 

you're standing in a field in Iowa, there's an immense amount of food being grown, none 

of it edible. The commodity corn... nobody can eat it. It must be processed before we can 

eat it. It's a raw material; it's a feed-stock for all these other processes. And the irony is 

that an Iowa farmer can no longer feed himself.” 3 The field of 24 terracotta bags in my 

exhibition are imitations of burlap corn bags; filled with industrialized corn. The ceramic 

bags, together, act as an icon for monoculture. As one navigates through the installation, 

one feels surrounded and consumed by the excessive repetition of the bags. 

 The process of constructing and manufacturing these bags by hand allows me to 

be attentive and responsive not only to the clay material but also to how agriculture is 

moving from less hand construction (from a genetic and sowing level) to more 

production and manufacturing. The pieces are similar to one another in the way in which 

humans resemble one another yet retain individuality. Slab construction of these bags 

allows me to leave the visual indicators of where one slab hits another. These indicators 

allude to the imagery of fields, as seen from an aerial view. The aerial imagery is an 

iconic symbol of the individual farmer as a shrinking icon. The gridded, aerial 

arrangement contains a history of how the natural land has been divided by humans from 

                                                 
2 Pollan, Michael. "We Are What We Eat." Ecoliteracy. Center of Ecoliteracy, n.d. Web. 
17 Mar 2013. http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat.  
3 Woolf, Aaron, dir. King Corn. Writ. Ian Cheney, Curtis Ellis, and Jeffery Miller. 2007. 
Film. 17 Mar 2013. 

http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat
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generation to generation. The imagery contains a tension of organized driveways and 

storage barns against the organic environment; unnatural versus natural; touched versus 

untouched; and controlled versus uncontrolled. Overall, the aerial imagery captivates and 

expresses centuries of cultural heritage. 

 While the terracotta seed bags speak to monoculture, the rest of the work speaks 

on idealizing farming and biodiversity. I am captivated with conveying the notion of the 

perfect pastoral fantasy that our food system seems to embrace. With a growing 

population, scientists have dropped a veil between the seed and the supermarket, and 

have tried to scientifically perfect the naturalness of farming.  But the seed is where this 

pastoral fantasy begins. Genetically altered seeds created in labs to resist pests, 

herbicides, and harsh environmental conditions, resulting in products that can be 

purchased year round, regardless of season or location. This sense of perfection is relayed 

on packaging such as store bought seed packets and canned vegetables; objects that 

people have access to everyday. Packaging contains images of fields of wheat, smiling 

farmers, red barns, perfectly plump tomatoes, and others. As consumers, we will continue 

to endorse these products- purposely and blindly.  

 In 2011 I visited the Montana State Seed Lab in Bozeman, Montana where 

scientists test seed samples for farmers, seedmen, agriculture departments, and the seed 

industry.  “Seed testing provides the needed information for determining the value of the 

seed. These tests determine percentages of pure seed, other crop seed, weed seed, inert 
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matter and germination in seeds used for planting.”4 During the tour of their facility I was 

introduced to their storage room where they keep a 500ml sample of each batch of seed 

that they sample. The floor to ceiling shelving units holding hundreds of manila 

envelopes containing just a mere sample of seeds visually intrigued me. I asked Bridget 

Westfall, a seed analyst, why they keep all the seed and she replied, “Just in case.”  

 My corner installation of eight white shelving units is a direct visual from the 

state lab. I wanted to bring this undisclosed, secure storage room to the viewer. The 

storage room is a space where very few have been, and I wanted the room to be more 

accessible to the public by placing a piece of it in a gallery. The floor to ceiling 

installation of the piece is important; it allows the viewer to feel a sense of a small piece 

of space and at the same time, be consumed by the surplus of manila seed packets. Each 

manila envelope contains its own label of what the seed is named, where it came from, 

and how many seeds are inside. Half of these labels contain ‘fake information’. The 

packet reads ‘CUSTOMIZE YOUR SEED HERE’; which references the statement of the 

customization of seed in laboratories. In addition to the installation, some of them are slip 

cast in porcelain clay. The white porcelain packets become an iconic symbol of 

preservation. The whole point of a seed bank or a seed storage room is to keep all the 

seeds for a long period time.  

 Another piece to the exhibition is 145 seed vials, which is also a direct visual 

from the state seed lab. During my tour, I opened drawers of hundreds and hundreds of 

air tight, glass vials of seed. Some are one year old and others are seventy years old. 

                                                 
4 "Home." Montana State Seed Lab. Department of Plan Sciences, n.d. Web. 17 Mar 
2013. http://plantsciences.montana.edu/seedlab/.  

http://plantsciences.montana.edu/seedlab/
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These mini-vaults “are considered to be the ultimate insurance policy for the world’s 

food supply. It will secure, for centuries, millions of seeds representing every important 

crop variety available in the world today.”5 I wanted to create my own mini-vault full of 

duplicates or ‘back ups’ of all the seed samples that I come across in my personal life. 

Some of the seed was bought from my father who is a fruit and vegetable farmer in Ohio; 

other seed was bought from the local grocery store as I shop for items on my grocery list. 

I enjoy the idea of having my own mini-seed bank. It makes me feel safe and ready in 

case overconsumption takes over “just in case.” Perhaps in case of possible destruction 

by man that is irreversible. “Crop diversity is central to food - and nutritional - security. It 

underpins today's production and provides the raw material needed for ensuring 

continuing supplies tomorrow, in the face of a rapidly changing world. Crop diversity 

helps ensure not only a stable and sustainable supply of sufficient quantities of food - of 

energy and protein - but also plays a major role in ensuring its quality.”6  

 The final thought behind my work encompasses the American food system in a 

more direct sense. I aim for the viewer to approach the installation of Burpee seed 

packets with an altered point of view because of placing them in a gallery setting. By 

doing so, the viewer is forced to view the seed packet as a design element and question 

the imagery used, along with the wording of the choice of the vegetable variety names. In 

juxtaposition, when we buy seed packets at the store, we think about what we want to 

                                                 
5 "A Foundation for Food Security." Global Crop Diversity Trust. Svalbard Seed Bank, 
n.d. Web. 17 Mar 2013, http://www.croptrust.org 
 
6 "A Foundation for Food Security." Global Crop Diversity Trust. Svalbard Seed Bank, 
n.d. 
 

http://www.croptrust.org/
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grow and what it will look like—we aim to grow that blue ribbon, plump tomato or that 

perfect cob of corn with all its juicy kernels.  

 The multiple seed packets that I present are endorsed with the idea of a perfect 

pastoral fantasy. We may not be able to achieve the red, plump tomato on the seed 

packet, but as humans, we sure will try. For centuries, humans have been trying to perfect 

nature at its finest, specifically through genetic modification. It is only natural for humans 

to take something natural and turn it into something else that we want –which is not 

necessarily something we need. We can make a grape taste like an apple or turn a red 

strawberry blue. We can also take a tomato, fill it with corn byproducts, and make the 

corn taste what a tomato would taste like, and then spray the tomato with ethylene gas to 

make it turn red.  “There is a powerful industrial logic at work here, the logic of 

processing. We discovered that corn is this big, fat packet of starch that can be broken 

down into almost any basic organic molecules and reassembled as sweeteners and many 

other food additives. Of the 37 ingredients in chicken nuggets, something like 30 are 

made, directly or indirectly, from corn. Now, how do you get people to eat so much of 

this reengineered surplus corn? That took the ingenuity of American marketing.”7 

 No human activity has had a greater impact on our environment than agriculture. 

Agriculture has transformed the landscape of much of the habitable surface of the earth, 

and the unwanted byproducts of agricultural production are at the root of many of our 

most serious environmental problems.  

                                                 
7  Pollan, Michael. "We Are What We Eat." Ecoliteracy. Center of Ecoliteracy, n.d. Web. 
17 Mar 2013. http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat.   
 

http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat
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 “Overproduction sooner or later leads to overconsumption, because we’re very 

good at figuring out how to turn surpluses into inexpensive, portable new products. Our 

cheap, value-added, portable corn commodity is corn sweetener, specifically high-

fructose corn syrup. But we also dispose of overproduction in corn-fed beef, pork, and 

chicken. And now we're even teaching salmon to eat corn, because there's so much of it 

to get rid of.”8 Throughout my research, I tend to have more questions than answers. 

Technology in contemporary agriculture is changing how Americans farm and eat. Our 

seed is morphed in labs to resist bugs and droughts and farming equipment is guided over 

acres by satellites and microchips. In my artwork, I aim to express what agriculture use to 

be, speak about where it is today, and question where it is going because of this 

technology. 

 

 
 

                                                 
8 Pollan, Michael. "We Are What We Eat." Ecoliteracy. Center of Ecoliteracy, n.d. Web. 
17 Mar 2013. http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat  

http://www.ecoliteracy.org/essays/we-are-what-we-eat
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Image 1 – Installation view of Field of Monoculture 
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Image 2 – Installation view of Field of Monoculture  
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Image 3 – Installation view of Field of Monoculture  
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Image 4 – Installation view of Field of Monoculture 
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Image 5 – Installation view of Field of Monoculture  
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Image 6 – Detail of terracotta bag in Field of Monoculture  
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Image 7 – Detail of terracotta bag in Field of Monoculture  
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Image 8 – Detail of terracotta bag in Field of Monoculture  
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Image 9 – Detail of terracotta bag in Field of Monoculture  
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Image 10 – Detail of industrialized corn in Field of Monoculture  
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Image 11 – Installation of 100,000 Plants, Just In Case  
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Image 12 – Detail of 100,000 Plants, Just In Case 
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Image 13 – Detail of 100,000 Plants, Just In Case  
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Image 14 – Installation of Your Pastoral Fantasy  
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Image 15 – Detail of Your Pastoral Fantasy  
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Image 16 – Detail of Your Pastoral Fantasy  
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Image 17 – Installation of Mini Vaults 
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Image 18 – Detail of Mini Vaults  
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Image 19 – Detail of Mini Vaults  
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Image 20 – Detail of Mini Vaults  

 


